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Human factors integration is often achieved during detailed manufacturing system design phases. Whereas, significant decisions are token when overall 

primary design is set.  Accordingly, this paper introduces a new design framework based on the Function-Behaviour-Structure to consider human factors 

earlier in the design process. The main idea consists in analysing the behavioural interactions between workers and manufacturing equipment driven 

from the system structure. Relevant human and health related factors to these interactions are then integrated in the analysis. These interactions are 

model and simulated to assess the system design using specific productivity and working conditions indicators. 

Manufacturing System, Design Method, Human Aspect 

1. Introduction 

Considering human factors has always been an issue in the 

analysis and the optimization of manufacturing system, especially 

during its design process [1]. In such systems, the people who 

carry out tasks and activities manually seem to be a key element 

of the system’s performance [2]. Admittedly, human operators 

can provide the needed flexibility in the system and thus improve 

productivity. In the opposition, in some cases, these operators are 

typically seen as a source of unpredictability causing errors and 

hazardous situations [3]. 

As a result, focusing mainly on technical aspects leads to 

manufacturing systems with an overestimated production 

capacity [4]. Regarding the worker’s health and safety, the review 

of interventions made for enhancing these aspects seems to be 

non-conclusive [5]. Therefore, more attention should be given to 

human factors to ensure productivity, health and safety 

requirements. 

As a matter of fact, several approaches and tools were proposed 

to consider human factors during manufacturing system design 

process. Tools such as Human Digital Models, Predetermined 

Motion Time Systems [6] and Discreet Event Simulation software 

[7] can be used to predict respectively the biomechanical hazards, 

standard times and workload and how human factors (such as 

learning and fatigue) impact the task processing time and error 

probabilities [8]. 

Regarding the whole manufacturing design process, there is 

three main approaches for achieving human factors integration 

using these tools [9] :  

• Classical approaches which use the available knowledge in 

shape of models that can be incorporated in form of 

criteria to predict working conditions and validate the 

tasks requirement regarding ergonomics, health and safety 

of human operators; 

• Socio-technical approach which considers that a

manufacturing system is composed of two sub-systems 

that must be jointly optimized: the sub-technical system, 

referring to the manufacturing equipment (machines, 

workstations…) and the social sub-system (workers within 

a specific organization); 

• Human centred-approach which aims at establishing an 

anthropocentric manufacturing system by driving the

design objectives toward reinforcing the human position in 

the system (enhancing workers collaboration, 

knowledge…). This approach leads to systems that tend to

enrich task and parallelize the physical flow. 

Nevertheless, these approaches only give guidelines for the 

manufacturing system design. Yet, except few works [3] [10] [11], 

few tooled frameworks have been proposed. Indeed, there still 

exists a gap between what is imagined for a manufacturing 

system during its design and what is happening during its 

operating phase. A substantial part of this uncertainty is due to 

human-related aspects in the system. The researchers had 

attempt to consider human being in the design process of 

manufacturing systems at different levels: frameworks, tools and 

models. For example, Slatter and Husband [3] developed an 

alternative human-centred approach for Man-Machine systems 

design, in which technical and human aspects of manufacturing 

systems are considered parallel from the earliest design process. 

Shahrokhi and Bernard [12] proposed a multi agent/ multi-scale 

human modelling approach to facilitate the modelling and 

analysis of human performance in computerized 3D platforms. 

Recently, Sadeghi et al. [10] proposed a design framework based 

on interaction of Function–Behaviour–Structure (FBS) [13] and 

Product-Service System, which allows considering product 

behaviours and its interaction with service activities. This work 

can be extended to manufacturing systems by considering two 

distinguished behaviours: the expected behaviours of the 

manufacturing equipment and the behaviours of human 

resources. The proposed FBS framework allows the analysis of 

the interactions between human behaviour (activity) and 

production system behaviour (production task and energy flow) 
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which is helpful for working situation analysis and the hazardous 

conditions [14].   

To improve the productivity of the production system with the 

integration of human factors, a new deployment of the FBS 

framework is proposed in this paper. In fact, the analysis of the 

interactions between the human Behaviour (fatigue, learning …) 

and the production system Behaviour (productivity, quality) 

allows to quantify the impact of a design decision on the 

production system performance and the human factors.  The 

section 2 presents the FBS framework. The section 3 presents the 

human factors integration using simulation tools. The section 4 

presents the impact of a design decision on the key performance 

indicators and the human factors. The last section states the main 

conclusions of this work.  

2. Proposed design framework 

The aim of this section is to propose a manufacturing system 

design framework which integrates human factors.  To consider 

worker’s safety and health, as a relevant human factor to 

manufacturing system design, [10] proposed to extend FBS 

framework by integrating human behaviour in design process.  

This integration aims to validate design configuration by 

analysing work situation. This extension highlights the need of 

considering human performance in the design process, which 

allows work situation analysis. Originally, FBS modelling covers 

the aspect of behaviour and helps to model design as a process 

and to capture the nature of the concepts manipulated during it 

by using a knowledge representation diagram [15]. Function in 

FBS is defined as being the intermediary between the goal and the 

behaviour of a system [13]. The FBS model focuses more on the 

design process which is considered to be a transformation from 

intentions to structure. Early system design is considered as a 

process of mapping functions, behaviours and structure. Further 

details regarding FBS are given in [13] [15]. 

The proposed design framework in this paper is an adaptation 

of the FBS design theory.  A clear distinction of the manufacturing 

equipment’s behaviours, from the human resources is made. 

During the preliminary design phase, this distinction allows to 

model and simulate the behaviours interactions and therefore, to 

analyse the working conditions, the system performance, and 

consequently to find potential hazards. 

It should be noted that the basis of this proposition is Gero’s 

FBS ontology applied to the requirements definition of systems. 

Function is defined as what the system should be able to achieve 

expressed in terms of purpose, what it is for [16].  Behaviour is 

defined as the manner by which the system is expected to 

perform its functions and when. It describes how the system and 

its components work [16]. Functions could be realized through 

behaviours. A behaviour can be either an activity or a property. 

Behaviours are assigned to a structure element which can be 

human or manufacturing equipment, or space. 

The proposed design framework is illustrated in Figure 1.  In 

this figure ‘Sys’ refers to all resources, ‘Me’ refers to 

manufacturing equipment and ‘Hr’ refers to Human resources. 

The proposed design framework is decomposed into following 

steps: 

1. Goal definition to drive the decisions along the framework. 

Goals of the System (GSys) are the inputs of the design process; 

they are defined and refined with the stakeholder. 

2. Function generation expresses what the system should do to 

attain goals. When a goal cannot be further refined, a function 

(FSys) must be formulated. 

3 and 4. Function allocation to define how functions will be 

implemented in terms of behaviours associated to main structure 

elements. 

5. Behavioural refinement to describe the internal functioning 

(5.1) of the SSys necessary to fulfil the FSys allowing the 

achievement of the GSys in terms of its components’ behaviour 

(BHr and BMe). These behaviours refer to processes and activities 

to be performed (5.2) by a set of resources (SMe and SHr).  

6. Processing to reduce the number of requirements. This step 

is decomposed into three steps. In Step 6.1 an operational meta- 

space gathering all the necessary conditions is assigned to each 

operation. This operational meta-space is considered as part of 

the manufacturing equipment’s behaviour (BMe). As a result, there 

are as many operational meta-spaces as operations to perform. 

Step 6.2 helps the operational meta-spaces be linked to each 

other. Step 6.3 allows to reduce amount of operational meta-

spaces through their grouping based on their conditions. 

 
Figure 1. Human factors integration in FBS framework 

 

Step 1 to step 3 (from definition of goal to function generation) 

cover strategic level of design framework and step 6 (processing) 

covers operational level of framework (Figure 1). Following 

sections explain simulation incorporation into FBS framework 

which allows behaviour analysis.  

3. Behaviour simulation within FBS framework  

   According to [17], simulation is an appropriate tool to consider 

performance of manufacturing systems at earliest design stages. 

It is a commonly used technique for manufacturing system design 

and operations management. It helps designers to overcome the 

system complexity and doesn’t require explicit mathematical 

model to predict the system behaviour [18] as simulation 

modelling is achieved through system imitation and not through 

system behaviour explicit description.  In this section, we want to 

explore how simulation can be used following an FBS framework.  

   Simulation conceptual modelling is one of the most critical 

aspects of a simulation project. It represents a partial view of the 

system that can be used to assess its behaviour using one the 

simulation mechanisms. Using simulation within FBS means that 

the simulation model should be compatible with the seven 

knowledge representations on which FBS is articulated (see 

Figure 1). Accordingly, the metamodel shown in Figure 2 

introduce main concepts manipulated during a simulation 

project.  

Based on this metamodel, simulation-based design 

methodology according to FBS framework consists on the 

following steps:  

1. Designing activities ensuring the system functions by 

defining operations subsets;  

2. Selecting entities for activities processing; 

3. Modelling behaviour elements corresponding to each 

couple (activity, structure’s entity)  

4. Identifying attributes which characterizes each 

behaviour element;  

5. Introducing measures needed for key performance 

indicators calculation.  

6. Assessing design using key performance indicators 



7. Go to 3 if chosen entities do not fulfil functional 

requirements; 

8. Redesigning activities if a feasible solution cannot be 

found. 

 

 
Figure 2. Simulation concepts for FBS based design framework 

 

To model activities, most simulation tool uses steps 

incorporated in a process. In FBS framework, each activity is 

characterised through a set of behaviour elements formalized 

using the following equation:  

         ( )f=m ab b   (1) 

Where bm is a vector of behaviour measures and ba is the 

behaviour attributes vector. For example, a behaviour of a 

machining activity such as milling can be measured by its 

processing time and the surface quality obtained. This behaviour 

is a function of the cutting speed and the spindle rotation speed. 

These parameters represent the behaviour attributes for this 

activity.  

4. Assembly line design with consideration of worker factors  

This section tackles a case study to illustrate the proposed 

methodology. 

 

4.1. Case study introduction  

 

This section addresses a blinder assembly line case study. 14 

operations are required to assemble one product. Their 

precedence graph and average processing time Top (min) are 

given in Figure 3. These processing times are assumed to follow a 

normal distribution with a standard deviation equal to   Top/12 

for automatic operations, and Top/6 for manual operation. 

Operation 1, 3, 5, 10 are automatic and the processing times 

indicated in Figure 3 are after automation. For remainder, 

precedence graphs describe precedence constraints between 

operation.  A node represents an operation. An arrow between 

two nodes represent a precedence constraint.   

The cycle time required with consideration of system reliability 

(90% based on the analogy with an existing assembly line) is 

0.55min. In such rate, linear configuration is more appropriate. 

Accordingly, Kilbridge & Wester method [19] for line balancing is 

used for operations subsets construction. This method uses 

Longest Processing Time and the lowest number of successors as 

priority rules for operation allocation. When the cycle time is 

reached a new workstation is opened. Therefore, each subset 

corresponds to a workstation denoted Wi, each with a set of 

behaviour elements. The objective is to investigate the effect of 

these behaviours on the overall system performance.  

 
Figure 3. Precedence graph with operations’ subsets 

 

4.2 Modelling behaviour elements  

 

To consider human behaviour in the simulation, the following 

assumptions are made:  

• Workers are considered experimented. Therefore, 

learning effect is neglected; 

• One worker is assigned to one workstation. 

The main worker’s activity consists on processing tasks 

allocated to his workstation. Processing these operations will 

induce fatigue rise with a specific rate depending on the nature of 

operation processed (automatic or manual). Automatic operation 

implies lower fatigue rate as worker should at least supervise the 

operation. The fatigue is modelled using (2):   

    { }. .. 1 (1 ). (1 ). .T T
t T t tF w F e w F eλ µ− ∆ − ∆
+∆ = − − + −   (2) 

Where Ft is the fatigue index at t. Ft being equal to 1 means that 

the worker is fatigued. The parameter w is the worker state 

between t and t+ ∆T. It is equal to 1 if worker is busy, equals to 0 

if Idle. The parameter λ is the fatigue rate. Its value is estimated 

by analysing stress factors such as poster, weight or eye strain 

[20]. The parameter µ is the recovery rate. It is estimated by 

mapping the second part of (2) with the proportion of time 

needed for recovery calculated based on stress factors and using 

time allowances tables [20]. The method for calculating λ and µ is 

detailed in [21]. 

The second relevant behaviour is the human proactivity 

regarding fatigue. If the worker has time allowances, he will take 

a break to recover from fatigue. This is possible if the workstation 

input buffer is not totally full. This can be expressed by (3) 

     1 t

c
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A E
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= −  

 

  (3) 

Where E is the integer part function, It is the size of the input 

buffer at the instant t and Ic is its capacity (equal to 3 for all 

workstations). A being equal to 1 means that worker can take a 

break, besides planned ones (break of 15min at 10h and 16h, a 

break of 1h at 12h). The fatigue impacts the worker’s reliability as 

modelled in (4):  

         .HE tP c F α=   (4) 

where PHE is the human error probability. The parameters c 

(0.5) and α (2.5) are used to map the model with reliability 

empirical data. Likewise, a semi-automatic workstation can break 

after a time between failures Tbf following an exponential 

distribution with a mean time between failure equal to 60min. 

Finally, part arrivals follow a normal distribution with a mean 

equal to 0.66 min and standard deviation equal to 0.034 min.  

  



4.3 Design assessment 

  

The simulation conducted under simulation software SIMIO 

gives an estimation of the system throughputs including rejected 

parts due to human errors: 601 assembled blinders, including 41 

rejected. A further examination of fatigue distribution shows that 

worker 2 and 3 have a fatigue index relatively high in comparison 

with the rest of workers, leading to a rise in human error 

probability and altering working conditions.  

 
Figure 4. Workers average fatigue index in initial configuration  

 

4.4. Redesigning activities.  

 

The case study introduced in the previous section showed that 

balancing the system based on capacities is inefficient. Focus 

should rather be given to flow with consideration of variations by 

including behaviours in the analysis. To reduce workstation 2 and 

3 workload, reallocation of operations between stations 2, 3, 5 

and 7 is made. W7 performs operation 14 and 13, W3 get 

operations 1, 12 and 10, W5 performs 7 and 11. Finally W2 kept 

only operation 2.  

 
Figure 5. Workers average fatigue index in enhanced configuration 

  

The simulation of the new configuration shows an improvement 

in throughputs (32 rejected, 603 in total). The Figure 5 shows 

better workload among workstations indicated by lower standard 

deviation (better balancing) and average fatigue index among 

workers 

5. Conclusions 

There are numerous researches addressing human factors 

integration in the manufacturing system design process. Yet, 

integration of these factors in early operational design and 

analysis still a challenge [1], leading to design uncertainty, 

hazards and system productivity overestimation [4].  

Accordingly, we proposed an adaptation of the design Function-

Behaviour-Structure theory which distinguishes the expected 

behaviours of the manufacturing equipment from the human 

resources behaviours. This distinction allows to model and to 

simulate the behaviours interactions during the preliminary 

design phase, therefore, to jointly analyse productivity and 

working conditions. 

This distinction between the behaviour of manufacturing 

equipment and human operators’ behaviour pushes the designer 

toward analysing the interactions between them. To address 

these interactions simulation can be used within the proposed 

framework. Modelling and simulating equipment and human 

behaviours gives the designer better insight on how fatigue and 

other factors can impact work situation (workload, stress …). 

These factors may magnify or reduce the probability of error that 

can be linked to productivity decrease and even accidents in 

workplaces, as illustrated through the case study.  
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